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Vibration isolation of foundations subjected to impact loads by open trenches using 
physical models 

L'isolement de vibration de fondations exposées pour influer des chargements par ouvre des 
tranchées utilisant des modèles physiques 

F. Jafarzadeh 
Civil Engineering Department, Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, Iran 

ABSTRACT
Surface waves generated during vibration of machine foundations are sometimes troublemaking and cause some damages to the 
nearby sensitive structures or people. Considering the function of the machines located on the foundations the dynamic loading could
be harmonic or impact type. The main part of the generated energy is transferred to the ground by Rayleigh surface waves. One of the
most reliable and economic methods for reduction of the effects of these generated waves is using open trenches around the dynamic
sources, so called active isolation in literature. In this paper applicability and affecting parameters of the open trenches around the im-
pact dynamic source is studied using physical model tests. Cubic model container filled with loose and dry sand models. Dynamic
tests were performed using drop of a tamper producing impact loads. The corresponding tests were performed for identical models
with and without isolating trenches around the dynamic source. In order to record the response of the models, all models were well in-
strumented at different points using acceleration and soil pressure sensors. The dimension and location of the trenches are among the 
parameters varying for different tests. It is shown that with increasing the depth of trench efficiency of the isolation for impact is in-
creasing. The optimum depth of the trench is affected by many parameters like the type and frequency content of the dynamic loading.

RESUME
La surface ondule produit pendant la vibration de fondations de machine sont parfois troublemaking et causent quelques-uns endom-
mage aux structures ou aux gens tout près sensibles. Considérer la fonction des machines localisées sur les fondations le chargement
dynamique pourrait être type harmonique ou d'impact. La partie principale de l'énergie produite est transférée au sol par les vagues de
surface de Rayleigh. Une des méthodes les plus fiables et économiques pour la réduction des effets de ces vagues produites utilisent
des tranchées ouvertes autour des sources dynamiques, donc l'isolement actif appelé dans la littérature. Dans ces paramètres en papier,
validités d'application et émouvants des tranchées ouvertes autour de l'impact source dynamique est étudiée l'utilisation tests modèle 
physique. Le récipient modèle cubique avec utilisé et est rempli avec les modèles de sable détachés et secs. Les tests dynamiques ont
été exécutés utilisant la baisse d'un touche les chargements d'impact produisant. Les tests qui correspond ont été exécutés pour les 
modèles identiques avec et sans isole des tranchées autour de la source dynamique. Afin d'enregistrer la réponse des modèles, tous
modèles étaient bien instrumented aux points différents utilisant l'accélération et les détecteurs de pression de sol. La dimension et 
l'emplacement des tranchées sont parmi les paramètres variant pour les tests différents. Il est montré qu'avec l'augmentation de la pro-
fondeur d'efficacité de tranchée de l'isolement pour l'impact augmente. La profondeur optimum de la tranchée est affectée par beau-
coup de paramètres comme le contenu de type et fréquence du chargement dynamique. 

1 INTRODUCTION

The stress waves induced by machine foundations, traffic loads 
and blasts could be harmful to adjacent sensitive structures and 
apparatuses. The main energy of the induced surficial waves is 
transmitted by Rayleigh waves. One of the economical and 
practical methods for reducing the harmful effects of these 
waves is construction of isolation barrier, like a filled or open 
trench; around the vibration source or sensitive structures that 
are so called active or passive isolation; respectively in litera-
ture. The mentioned trench could be closed or part of a closed 
circle or rectangular in horizontal section. Woods (1970) was 
conducted some real isolation field tests and studied the effect 
of parameters like trench depth, wide and distance from the cen-
ter and ground heterogeneity for active and passive cases. Cir-
cular trenches in a deep silty sand ground were used in these 
tests. Ahmad and Al-Hussaini (1991 & 1996) conducted nu-
merical parametric analyses for studying the phenomena, using 
the BEM method. They studied the effect of trench dimensions 
and poison ratio of the isolated ground for empty and in filled 
trenches. Also Jafarzadeh (2002) studied the effect of trench 
shape and frequency of the vibrations in efficiency of active iso-
lation for circular and rectangular opened trenches, using the 
three dimensional FEM analyses.  

In this paper the efficiency of active isolation for impact 
loading is studied by conducting of some physical model tests 
on dry and loose sand models. 

2 TEST PROCEDURES 

The general information for model preparation and material 
used for models are explained in this part. 

2.1 Sand

Fine sand, so called Babolsar sand; is used for preparation of 
the models. The origin of this natural sand is Babolsar city lo-
cated in North of Iran and in Caspian Sea. The grain size distri-
bution of this sand is shown in Fig.1. It could be seen that the 
D50 of it about 0.11 mm and the γdmax and γdmin of it are 16.77 
and 14.77 kN/m3; respectively. 

2.2 Model preparation and instrumentation 

A metal container with 100 by 100 by 80 cm3 is used for mod-
els. In order to reduce the effect of reflecting waves from bot-
tom and side walls of the container and model the semi infinite  
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Figure 1.  Grain size distribution of Babolsar Sand.

medium, they were covered by 5 cm in thickness plasto-foam 
sheets. The models were constructed using air pouring method
from a sand hopper (Fig.2). By controlling the moving speed
and pouring height of the sand hopper loose sand models with
relative density between 22 to 27 %. Isolating trench was mod-
eled by putting a 5 plasto-foam inside the sand. Two types of
instruments were deployed inside the models; soil pressure me-
ters and accelerometers for measuring of stress and acceleration,
respectively; induced by impacts on the model surface (Fig.4).
Impact loads were generated using different weights dropped
from specific height. A high capacity accelerometer (100g) had
also been mounted on the tampers for measuring the contact ac-
celeration of the weight at the collision time with model surface.

Figure 4. Soil pressure meter and accelerometers used in this study. 

2.3 Impact Tests

In order to find the efficiency of the isolation system, all tests
were conducted on two group models, with and without isola-
tion trench. Therefore, all other details like soil density, instru-
mentation points and impact loading energy and location of
tamper collision were identical for all models. After some pre-
liminary calibration tests, a 2.37 kgf cylindrical tamper falling
from 1.5 m was used as an impact source for the test results pre-
sented in this paper. All models were tested in dry state. General
geometrical properties and arrangement of measuring  points are

Figure 2. Pouring of Babolsar sand inside the model container.

Figure 3. Typical placement of isolation trench and deployment of sen-
sors inside the physical models at in front and rear of the trench.

Figure 5. Plan (up) and cross section (down) view of  test models with 
isolation trench.
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shown in Fig.5. In this figure the physical models with isolation
trench are shown. In order to compare the efficiency of the
trench, a parameter called Amplitude Reduction Factor (ARF) is
defined as the ratio of amplitude of acceleration or stress waves
arrived to a specified point for models with and without trench.
This concept was used by Woods (1970) as well. 
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3 TYPICAL TEST RESULTS

The results of typical tests conducted by dropping of a 2.37 kgf 
tamper from 1.5 m height are presented. Fig.6 shows the accel-
eration time history at tamper hitting point on model surface re-
corded by high capacity accelerometer. Also, the acceleration
time histories recorded at points P1, P2, P3 and P4 inside the
model located at 5 cm depth due to weight drop, are shown in
Fig.7. In this figures there was no isolating trench and the re-
cords are corresponding to the first tamper hit. It is clear that for
studying the efficiency of the trenches the identical test should
be performed with trench, similar to Fig.5 situation. The results
of identical test (first drop of 2.37 kgf tamper fallen from 1.5 m 
height) for a model with isolating trench are presented in Figs.8
and 9. As it was mentioned in order to find out the efficiency of
the isolating trench, these tests could be performed with differ-
ent trench depths and locations, drop energies and measuring
depth of instrumented points inside the models.

Figure 8. Acceleration time history at loose model surface due to 2.37 
kgf tamper dropped from 1.5 m height (with trench inside the model).
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In Fig.10 variation of recorded maximum acceleration after
1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th drop pulses is shown at points P1, P2, P3
and P4 located at 10, 25, 30 and 35 cm away from drop point; 
respectively. It could be seen that with increasing the pulse
number at each assumed point the acceleration is increasing.
Also, for each pulse the acceleration amplitude is decreasing
with increasing the distance from drop point, sharply.

Figure 9. Acceleration time histories inside the loose model at points 
P1, P2, P3 & P4 (all at 5 cm depth) due to 2.37 kgf tamper dropped
from 1.5 m height; corresponding to Fig. 6 (with trench inside the 
model).In Fig.11 the acceleration time histories of the tamper after

touching the surface of a typical model at different pulses are
shown. It could be seen that by increasing the number of pulse, 
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Figure 10. Acceleration reduction pattern at different points from impact
source after 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th drop pulse (no trench inside the 
model).

Figure 6. Acceleration time history at loose model surface due to 2.37 
kgf tamper dropped from 1.5 m height (no trench inside the model).
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Figure 7. Acceleration time histories inside the loose model at points 
P1, P2, P3 & P4 (all at 5 cm depth) due to 2.37 kgf tamper dropped
from 1.5 m height; corresponding to Fig. 6 (no trench inside the model).

Figure 11. Acceleration time histories of the tamper at different pulses
at falling point on the model surface.
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total duration of the acceleration time history is decreasing and
the acceleration amplitude is increasing.

4 DEPTH EFFECT OF ISOLATING TRENCH 

In order to study the effect of trench depth on the efficiency of
the isolation, some tests were preformed on identical models
with different trench depths of 5, 15 and 30 cm. Also for com-
paring purpose, similar tests were conducted on the models 
without trench. The results of these tests are presented in Fig.12
in which the ARF ratio is calculated for different trench depths.
In these figures the locations of the isolating trenches have been
shown. It could be seen that the efficiency of the trench is im-
proving by increasing its depth. This fact is most pronounced
for the point P2 located at 25 cm away from drop point. This
point is at the back of the isolating trench. The average graphs
for ARF ratios in Fig.12 are shown in Fig.13. It should be men-
tioned that this efficiency is affected mainly by the wave length
of the Rayleigh surface wave.

Some comments should be presented in this regard. As men-
tioned the loading in these tests is impact type with total dura-
tion about 0.06 sec for both rising and decay part (Figs. 6 and
8). So, it might be difficult to estimate the real frequency of the
loading. Woods (1970) and Jafarzadeh (2002) showed that the 
efficiency of the isolation trenches could be affected mainly by
the frequency of the loading. Although, in impact type of load-
ing all body and surface waves are generated and transmitting in
the medium, the transmitted energy by Rayleigh type surface
waves are dominant for upper depths, as the tests performed for
this paper. Also it is well known that the wavelength and effec-
tive depth for Rayleigh waves is controlled by loading fre-
quency. Therefore, it is necessary to define for impact type
waves an equivalent frequency similar to frequency of harmonic
loadings or predominant frequency of random time histories. 
This equivalent frequency will control the efficiency depth of 
isolating trench, as well. This concept is under research at the 
moment and more results will be presented in future papers.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Figure12. ARF (Amplitude Reduction Factor) for  different trench
depths; 5 cm , 15 cm and 30 cm trench depth.Active isolation of stress waves induced by impact type loading

was simulated by physical model tests. Well instrumented and
monitored dry and loose sand models with accelerometers at
different internal points are used in tests. Very high speed im-
pact phenomenon was recorded satisfactorily. It was shown that
by increasing the number of impact pulses the recorded accel-
eration amplitude is increasing at around points. Identical mod-
els were tested with and without isolation trench. According the
test results it was shown that by increasing the isolating trench
depth, its efficiency is improving. This improvement is con-
trolled by other parameters like loading type and frequency con-
tent.
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